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Hot on the plate – China Connect 
 2Q2019 Economic Growth Data Commentary: There are monthly jumps on consumption and 

industry data, but with weak sustainability 
Macroeconomic｜China’s GDP growth fell slightly to 6.2% in the second quarter but grew at a cumulative 
rate of 6.3% in the first half of the year. Investment was generally "flat", while exports continued negative 
growth. Overall, with uncertainty in trade frictions and sluggish external demand in the second half of the 
year, we believe that counter-cyclical policies will continue to intensify to hedge against external shocks. We 
expect China’s GDP to grow 6.2% in 3Q19E and 6.3% in 4Q19E, with a full-year 2019E growth of 6.3%. 
 

 Bulk Commodity Report Series II: Industrial product inventory cycle analysis: has the inflection point 
really arrived?  
Cyclicals｜Material-type industrial product inventory usually shows periodic cycles in four stages, with 
demand fluctuations on the investment industrial chain being the hidden core influencing factor. However, 
there are some products also showing repeated jumps over small cycles, due to the influence of supply or 
policy. Currently, most raw material products are in the stage of passive replenishment. Though the pressure 
of a significant price downturn is not big, the stable excess returns of the segment may gradually disappear. 
Ranked by future price performance, we have the following sequence: copper > oil > aluminum > steel > 
coal. 
 

 Interpretation of the Implementation Opinions of Six Departments Including the Ministry of 
Education on Regulating Off-campus Online Training: Online education supervision comes into 
implementation: what are the winners and losers as sectoral industry shuffling is imminent?  
Education｜The normative document on off-campus online training issued by six departments including 
the Ministry of Education is the first policy document on on-line training at the national level. Overall, the 
document extends the State Council's opinions on regulating the development of off-campus training 
institutions, setting out specific provisions on institutional qualifications, teaching content, training duration, 
fund supervision and so on. It is conducive to the sound development of the sector and spells out good news 
for leaders with better standardization. 
 

 Innovative Technology Report Series No.64: From "efficiency first" to "secure and controllable", tech 
industry investment under the rebalancing between China and the US   
Innovative Technology｜As China-US trade disputes gradually spread to the tech field, the logic of global 
investment in the tech industry will shift from "efficiency first" to "secure and controllable". Against a backdrop 
of China-US rebalancing, China's tech industry is brewing the following investment opportunities: 1) direct 
beneficiary opportunities: domestic software, SaaS and big data companies; 2) opportunities which are only 
partly affected by trade and tech frictions but will benefit from China's market growth in the long term: IDC, 
5G, Internet, IoT and AI scenario applications; and 3) segments which will benefit from tech frictions in the 
long term but may face valuation uncertainty in the short run: chips, high-end semiconductor materials and 
equipment, supercomputing and other core tech assets. 
 

Other recommendations 
 

 Aviation Airport Sector Jun 2019 Data Tracking and Commentary: International routes outperform 
domestic routes, while aviation oil pressure may ease in 3Q 
 

 Automobile Sector Weekly Report 20190716: A guess about passenger vehicle sales volume in Jul  
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 Consumer Sector Jun 2019 Social Retail Data Commentary: Social retail beats expectation, with f 
automobiles and cosmetics both posting visible growth  
 

 Fluorine Chemical Sector Update: Honeywell may face sanctions, leading to tighter foaming agent supply 
 

 Private Securities Investment Funds Review and Outlook: 2Q2019: Issuance is buoyant, and pay 
attention to balanced allocation in the second half of the year  
 

 Real Estate Sector Jan-Jun 2019 Operation data Commentary: Investment may boom following sales 
adjustment  
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